NOMINATION PROCESS

TINA L. STARK AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN THE TEACHING OF TRANSACTIONAL LAW AND SKILLS

DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS: MARCH 1, 2018

Eligibility: Any member of the transactional law and skills education community may nominate any other member of that community for the Tina L. Stark Award for Excellence in the Teaching of Transactional Law and Skills (the “Stark Award”).

The Nomination Portfolio: To nominate an individual for the Stark Award, please submit a nomination portfolio to the Stark Award Selection Committee by emailing Kelli Pittman, Conference Coordinator, at kelli.pittman@emory.edu. At a minimum, the nomination portfolio should include the nominee’s CV, a nomination letter, and one additional letter of support. In the nomination letter, please describe the nominee’s record of significant contributions to the field of transactional law and skills education, highlighting how the nominee has demonstrated that he or she is:

(1) committed to training students to be practice-ready transactional attorneys;
(2) dedicated to engaging, inspiring, motivating, and nurturing students;
(3) devoted to teaching with passion, using creative and innovative methods;
(4) known for achievement in curriculum or program development and pedagogy; and
(5) pledged to advance the cause of transactional law and skills education.

Screening Process: The Stark Award Selection Committee will review the nomination portfolios and select the Stark Award winner.

Deadline for Nominations: March 1, 2018

Award: The Stark Award winner will be recognized at the sixth biennial conference on the teaching of transactional law and skills in Atlanta, Georgia, on June 1-2, 2018.